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Course Objectives and Course Outcomes

Program
Name

Course Name
(Paper)

Course
Code Objectives Outcomes

F. Y. B. Sc. Calculus l/ll USlvl'I I0l

USMT2()I

1. To give the students a
sufficient knowledge of
fu ndafi ental principles,
methods and a clear
perception ofnumercus
powers of mathematical
ideas ard tools.

2. To make the students
aware about how to use
Mathematical concepts
via modelling, solving and
interyreting.

3. Developing
mathematical tools for
continuing further study in
various fielils of science.

4. Equip the students wilh
mathematical modelling
abilities, problem solving
skills and creative talent.

5. A student should get
adequate exposue to
global and local concems
thal explore them many
aspects of Mathematical
Sciences

l. This course gives
introduclion to basic concepts oI
Analysis with rigor and prepares
studenls to study further courses
in Analysis.

2. Formal proofs are givcn
lot ofemphasis ;n this coursc
$hich also cnhances
underslanding ofthe subject of
Mathemalics as a whole.

J. The porlion on first order,
first degree differcnlials prepare
Ieamer
to gct solutions ofso many
kiDds ofproblems in all subjecrs

4, This course prepares learner
for further studies ofdifferential
equations and related fields.

Algebra-I/ Discrete
Mathematics

USMT]02
and

USMT202

1. This course gives expositions
to
number systems (Natural
Numbers & Inregers), like
divisibility and prime nnmbers
and their properties.

2. The topics included ilr
Discrete Malhematics course
Iatcr find use in advanccd
subjects like cryptography and
its uses in cyber security and
such rclated fields.

5. Y, B, SC, Calculus IIV
Multivariable
Calculus I

ffi

USMTSOl
and

USMTlOl

1. To provide the students
a thorough idea of certain
advanced and useful
Mathematical concepts.

2. To equip the students
with numercus crucial
fundamentals of
application-oriented
Mathematics. which can

1 . This cowse enables studentJ
to leam and analyse seties in
Real numbers for their
convergence aid divergence,
functions ofone and several
variables.

2. This course focuies on idea
of integation, differentiation
q!4]lheir applications, which in
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serve prominent in seveml
fields.
3. A student should get an
idea ofwide spectrum of
Mathematical ideas to
relale with global and
Iocal scenario.

4. To fiifil the students
with analysis,
interpretation and
application skills of the
mathematics.

tum provide the leamer a base
for firrther exposition in the
subject.

Lincar Algebrat/tl USMT302
and
USMT402

l. This course offersiG di
variety ofconcepts based on
system of equations, Matrices.
vector spaces, deteminants,
eigenvalues, eigenvectors, etc,
which later find dircct
applications in populax fields
like Machine Leaming, data

2. The topics included in the
course also fumishes some
prominent ideas like iDner
products, diagonalization,
orthogonality, linear
transformations and their
applied dimensions.

Ordinary Differential
Equations and
Numerical Methods

usM'l]03
and

USMT
403A

I . This coulse gives an
exposition to advanced
mathemarjcal tools for solving
higher order differential
equations, system offirst order
differential equations.

2. This course prepares a learner
for utilizalion of numerical
techniques requircd for the
solutions of algebraic and
transcendental equations,
interpolation, curve fiftins and
fughly crocial eigen value-
prcblems.

T. Y. B. Sc. Multivariable
Calculus II/BASIC
COMPLEX
ANALYSIS

USMTsOl
and

USMT6Ol
an adequate knowledge
several basic and
impofant fundamental
principle of Mathematics.

2. To enable students to
study and apply methods
and a to give them a clear
understanding of hidden
powers of mathematical
ideas and tools.

3. Developing
mathematical foundation
which can help the leamer
to pu$ue higher studies in
several beautifirl fields of
science and Infomation
Technology.

4. To gene.ate interest and
to inculcate abilities of
problem solvinB logical

1. To provide tlreitudenG
defrne double and triple integral
and €xplain geomehically area
and volume.

2. This course wili enable
students to explain basic
prope(ies ofdouble and hiDle
integrals, soJve examples bv
converting it to polar,
cylindrical and spherical
coordinates.

3. The students will be well
equipped with ideas to find ard
interpret the gmdient curl,
divergence for a function at a
given point, Interyret line,
surface and volume inlegrals.

4. The students will be able to
evaluate integrals by using
Green's Theorem. Stokes
theorem, Gauss,s Theorem

1 . Students will be able to



5. A student should
understaid the power of
Mathematical ideas in the
curent hend ofglobal and
Iocal needs and should get
exposure to these
requirements.

5. This course will firmish
essential tools for the leamer to
explain limits and convergence
of sequences of complex
numbers and results using
properties of real sequences.

6. The students will be able to
compare th€ difference between
differentiability in real and
complex sense.

7. The studeirts will be able to
defi ne harmonic functions,
hannonic conjugate and find the
same.

8, The leamer will able to state
the Taylor's theorem for
analltic firnctions, to define a
mobius transfomations, to
define power series ofcomplex
numbers and uniqueness of
series representation and to
calculate residues.

Linear Algebra/
ALGEBRA

USMT502
and

USMT602

1 . The students will be able to
define Vector Spaae, Quotient
spacq linear span, linear
independence and basis

2. The students will be equipped
with the essential to enable
them to define orthogonal
transformations, Isometies,
refl ections and rctations.

3. The students will be able io
find characteristic polynomial
ofa given matrix.

4. The leamer can determine the
eig€n values and eigen vectots
ofa matrix.

5. The students will be able to
study applications of Cayley-
Harnilton theorem,
determination of algebraic ard
geometric multiplicities of
eigenvalues.

6. The students can define
normal subgroups, quotient
groups, homomorphisms, kemel
ofa homomorphism,
isomorphism.

7. Students will be able to
define rings, zero divisors ofa
dng integral domain, field,
ideals, polynomial rings, prime
and maximal ideals and certain



iffeducibiliry tests for
polynomials.

Topology of Metric
SpaceY Topology of
Metric Spaces and
Real Analysis

usM'1503
and
USMT6O3

1 . The students witl bi abGl6
define metric spaces, discrete
metric space, metric subspace,

2. The leamer can explain
properties ofmetric space, open
set. distance ofa poinl liom a
set.

3. The students will be able to
define sequenc€s, convergent
sequences, Cauchy sequences in
a metric space, characterize
limit points and closure in terms
ofsequences.

4. The students ri,iill be equipped
with essentials to define
complete metric spaces Cantor,s
set, compact metric space,

5. The students will be able to
defi ne continuity of firnction
ftom one mehic space to
another and to solve examples
on open md closed sets ofa
metric space.

6. The students will be aware of
the algebm of continuous real
valued functions in a metric
spac€ and to define connecte4
sepaxable sets in metric space,
and to find radius of
convergence, region of

Craph Thcory/ Craph
Theory and
Combinatorics

USMT5Cl

USMT6C4

I . The students will be made
familiar with th€ origin of
Craph Theory.

2. The students will be able to
discuss degree sequences,
opemtions on graphs, add
explain connectedness and
components and some theorems.

3. The students will be able to
charactedze tree and derive
some poperties ofplanarity and
Euler's formula

4. The students will be equipped
with the tools to derive Euler,s
formula and to determine
chromatic number and
chromatic polynomials for
graphs.

5. The students will be made
familiar with well-known Five



colour theorem, fotll colour
theorem, Halls Theorem ard to
define maximal flow aad
minimal cut in a network

6. The students will be able to
apply p.inciple of inclusion
exclusion in various ey"amples,
rccurrence relations

ALGEBRA I PSMT1Ol l. To cultivate
amathematical aptitude
and nudure the interests of
the studenrs towards
problem solving aptitudc.

2. This course aims at
nrotivating the young
minds for research in
mathematical sciences and
to train computalional
scienlists who can work on
real life challenginS
problems.

3. To introduce the
fundamentals of
Mathematics to strengtheD
the students' logical and
analtlicalability.

4.To prepare studcnts with
a deep understanding of
mathematical concepts.
research-orienied attitLrde
and skill ofapplication of
nrathcmaticaland
computational tools and
techniques in forrnulation
and solution ofseveral
current needs ofthe
society and world.

I . Students will be able to
mderstand the notion ofdual
space and double dual,
Annihilator ofa subspace ard
its application to cormtins the
dimension ofa finite
dimensional vector space,
Basics of deteminants,
applications to solving system

equations, Nilpotent operalom,
invadant subspaces and its
applications. Bilinear
forms and spectral theorem with
exanples of specfal resolution
and Symmetric
bilinear form and Sylvester,s
1aw.

2. Students will be able to
understand the applicabiliry of
the above concepts in different
courses ofpure and applied
mathematics and hence in other
disciplines of science and

ANALYSIS ] PSMTl()2
I . This course is the foundatGi
course ofmathematics,
especially mathematical
analysis.

2. Student wlll be able to grasp
approximation ofa
differentiable tunction localized
at a point.

3. Inverce fuction theorem
helps to achieve
homeomorphism locally at a
point whereas
implicit fu nction theorem
justifies the graph ofcerrain
limctions. Further content talks
about value ofa fimction in the
neighbourhood of a known
element.

4. Student will be able to
undeNtand the concept of
Riemann integration.



PSMTlO3 1. In this course the studenS
will leam about series of
functions and power sedes. The
concept ofradius of
convergence will be inhoduced
and calculated.

2. This course gives insight of
complex integration which is
different from integration ofreal
valued functions. In paficulax,
Cauchy integal formula will be
proved.

3. The students will leam that if
a function is once (complex)
differentiable then it is idfinitelv
mary times difrerentiable. This
will be a sharp contrast with the
theorems
ofreal analysis.

4. The vadous properties of
Mobius transformations that
have a wide variety of
applications along with major
theorems of theoretical interesr
like Cauchy-Goursat theorem,
Moreras theorem, Rouchfie,s
theorem and Casomti
Weierstrass theorem will be
studied.

ORDINARY
DIFFERENTIAL
EQUATIONS

PSMTl04
1 . Through this course studid
are expected to understand the
basic concepts ofexistence and
uniqueness of solutions of
Ordinary Difrerential Equations
(ODES).

2. [n case ofnonlinear ODES,
students will leam how to
constIuct th€ sequence of
approimate
solutions converge to the exact
solulion ifexact solution is not
possible.

3. Students will be able to
understand the qualitative
featues ofsolutions.

4. Students will be able to
idendry Stum Liouville
problems and to understand the
special functions like
Legendre's polynomials and
Bessel's function.

5. Students will be to
understand the applicabiliry of
the above concepts in djfferent

ANALYSIS



V

DISCRETE
MATHEMATICS

PSMTI05 1. Students will solve Linear
Diophantine equations, cubic
equation by Cardanos Method,
Quadratic Congruence equation.
Students will leam the
multiplicativity
of functions.

2. Students will be able to
understand the proof of Erdos-
Szekers theorem on monotone
sub-sequences of a sequence

with n2 + 1 tems and the
applicability of Forbidden
Positions.

3. Student will leam the
Fibonacci sequence, the Linear
homogeneous recurence
relations
with consiant coellicient,
Ordinary and Exponential
generating Fmctions,
exponential generating function
for bell numbers, the
applications of generating
Functions to counting and use
of generating functions for
solving rcclrrence rclations.

4. Students will be able to
understand Polyas Theory of
countin& Orbit stabilizer
theorem, Bumside Lemma and
its appl ications, Applications of
Polya's Fomula

ALGEBRA II PSMT2OI 1 . Students will leam Dihedral
groups, Matrix groups,
Automorphism group, lmer
automorphisms, Structure
theorem for finite abelian
groups via examples.

2. Students will be able to
understand grcup actions and
orbit-stabilizer formula; Sylow
theorems and applications to
classifi cation of groups of small
order.

3. Students will be able to earn
knowledge of prime avoidance
iheor€m, Chinese remainder
theorem, and specialized rings
like Euclidean domains,
principal id€al domains, unique
factorization domains, their
inclusions ard countel
exarnDles.



TOPOLOGY PSMT202 1. To understand a formation of
new sPaces from old one using
product, box and
quotient topolo$,.

2. This coffse create a building
block for analysis as wellas
algebraic geom€try.

3. Students will mdelstard
extension theorems (e.g., Tietze
extension theorem) which is
useful in Functional Analysis.

4. This couN€ coverc the
Tychonoff theorem which is a
mile-stone of this subject.

ANALYSIS II PSMT2O3 1. In this course studentiG
expected to understand the basic
concepts ofmeasue
on an arbitrary measure space X
as well as on Rt.

2. They are also expected to
sfudy Lebesgue outer measure
ofsets and measumble sets,
measurable functions.

3. Students will be able to
understand the conceDts of
integrals of measurable
functions in an a$itrary
measure space. Lebesgue
integration of complex valued
fiinctions and basic concepts of
stgned measures.

PARTI,4L
DIFFERENTIAL
EQUATIONS

PSMT2O4 1. Students are expected to
onderstand the basic concepts
and method of fmding the
solution offiNt and second
oder Partial Differential
Equations (PDES).

2. Students will be able to k ow
the classifi cation of second
order PDES, singularity
and fundarnental solution.

3. SMents will be able to know
the role ofcreen,s function in
the solution ofPaxtial
Differential Equations.

4. Through this couse students
will undentand existence and
uniqueness of solutions to
Diffusion and Parabolic
equations.



PROBABILITY
THEORY

PSMT2O5 I L Students will understand the

I concept ofModelling Random
I Experiments. Classical

probability spaces, fi elds
genemted by a family ofsets,
field of Borel sets, Limit
superior and limit inferior for a
sequence ofevents.

2. Students will be able to know
about prcbability measure,
Continuity of probabilities, First
Borel-Cantelli l€mma,
Discussion ofLebesgue
measure on -field ofBorel
subsets ofassuming its
existence, Discussion of
Lebesgue integral for non-
negative Borel functions
assuming its construcfion.

3. Students will be able to eam
knowledge of discrete and
absolutely continuous
probability measures,
conditional probability, total
pobability fomula, Bayes
formula.

4. Students will learn
distribution of a random
variable, distribution function of
a rardom variable, Bemoulli,
Binomial, Poisson and Normal
dishibutions.

5. Stud€nts will be able to
understard Chebyshev
inequality, Weak law olla€e
numbers, convergence of
mndom variables, Kolmogorov
sfong law oflarge numbers.
Central limit theorcm and
Application of Probability
Theory.
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